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Background	

•  [Relevance]	–	Why would people do this? 

The Alps is a giant mountain chain in the heart of Europe that is home to hundreds of winter 
sport resorts. Millions of tourists come every year to ski and snowboard in great slope conditions. 
There are more and more English speaking people visiting. Often, they are not very familiar with 
the skiing culture (which is much more than simply skiing). Therefore, a tutorial about a perfect 
ski day in the Alps is relevant and probably appreciated by many. 

•  [Relevance]	–	This tutorial is useful because… 

My website can provide an existing target audience with insider knowledge and self-shot useful 
footage about skiing in the Alps. 



Design	objec@ves	&	strategy	

•  The goal of the design is to.. 

 show people all the great things you can do in a ski resort in the Alps. 
  
 make people looking forward to a skiing trip, to create desire for the Alps 

 
 inspire people and help them to make their ski trip fun 



Site	audience	

•  This tutorial site will help people who… 

 never have been skiing in the Alps 
 

 people who went skiing before, but they are looking for inspiration to do 
 something new and fun in the mountains 

 

•  Visitors include… 

 Enthusiastic skiers age 16-35 (background knowledge: drinking age is +16) 
 

 People who like to experience the skiing culture and the party culture that goes 
 with it 



Compe@tors	



Colors	and	textures	



Keywords	

Site	should	be	
•  Inspiring 
•  Modern 
•  Clear 
•  Simple 
•  Precise 
•  Visually Pleasing 
•  Easy to Navigate 
•  Understandable 
•  Cohesive 
•  Professional 

Site	shouldn’t	be	
•  Boring 
•  Confusing 
•  Hard to Navigate 
•  Ugly 
•  Complicated 
•  Hard to understand 
•  Too Fancy 
•  Difficult 
•  Unclear 
•  Generic 

 



Content	for	the	site	

The site should include content like… 
•  Photos that I shot myself (skied for over 15 

winter seasons in the Alps) about: 
–  Slopes 
–  Fun things to do with skis like Jumps, short radius 

vs long radius, Fun Park 
•  Content about what specialities to eat on huts 
•  Infos about Aprés Ski (Party in ski boots) 


